which contains some angular correlations through the interelectron separation R». %bile neither of these functions represents an extremely accurate description of the exact wave function in the conventional three-dimensional ions, the novelty of our introduction of the dimensionality (D) to the problem makes them quite adequate for establishing trends in the D dependence of the binding energy over the range 1 & D While the existence of D-dimensional atoms is purely hypothetical, our study of their energy is impor tant for the following reasons. First, it is known from previous investigations of the ground state in three-dimensions by Stillinger and coworkers' ' that when the nuclear charge (& =l)A. ) is sufficiently small the energy penetrates into the 1sks continuum corresponding to one bound and one free electron. This penetration occurs at A. =1.0975, and as A. is increased further the energy rises until a, branch-point (A. *) singularity of order =--', is reached at A. *= -1.12. Similar behavior was found' for the doubly excited 2h' P' state, although the order of the singularity is =1.07 in this state.
In both cases the energy of the hydride (A. = I) is strongly influenced by the order of the singularity due to its proximity, and a knowledge of correlation effects necessary to describe accurately the energy branch point is perforce relevant to the hydride anion at A. =1. lt is clear that the longrange correlations are most important in any state which penetrates into a continuum, and in fact a recent study by Bosenthal' of the 5-function atom (in which all long-range Coulomb potentials are replaced by short-range 5 functions) shows that the ground-state energy is tangent to the continuum edge at A. =2.66736. Until now, no attempt has been made to relate the~dependence and energy branch-point behavior of these three states, since at first sight they appear to be quite independent of one another. By allowing the dimensionality of the atom to differ from a=3, however, we find the remarkable result that (a) the 2f ''P state is identical to a. Is' 'S ground state with D= 5, and (b) (10) 
(17)
& is the hypergeometric function" (20) ( 21) and
In going from Eq. (28) to Eq. (29) 
Substitution of Eq. (24) (28) is reducible to the algebraic func- The lowest-energy HEC state for these class-II curves therefore has a discontinuous first derivative with respect to X, and a discontinuity in q at This is of course an artifact of the HEC approximation, since it has been proven by Kato" that an isolated energy eigenvalue is an analytic function of X. The HEC energy for D= 7 on the region of +; is illustrated separately in Fig. 4 
which is of course equal to the first-order energy (en ) in a X-series expansion of the exact ED.
Starting at D=1, ED equals -, ', and then increases slowly as D ascends until the limiting value &D' = I/W2 is reached at D=~. the value of X* for the exact energy is bounded by the Chandrasekhar and HEC results. For D&3 the exact curve actually rises above the Chandrasekhar curve at some point, reaching a value of A. *=2. 66736 at D=1. Note that in the region D= -3 both the HEC and Chandrasekhar wave functions give a reasonable description of~*. As one moves to either higher or lower D, however, more subtle correlation terms must be included in the wave function.
The dependence of the branch-point critical exponent 0* upon D is illustrated in Fig. 11 . 
where a =p+q+r+2D -3 and B(m, n) =I'(m)I'(n)/ I'(m+n) is the beta function.
